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 GA-RAMPHERI, POLOKWANE OPENING EVENT 2017 

(GA-MOLEPO COMMUNITY HALL FACILITY, LIMPOPO PROVINCE) 

18 FEBRUARY 2017 

 

The P.O.C committee and all its affiliated athletes, would first and foremost, love 

to appreciate the wonderful support we continue to receive from all our 

stakeholders (all affiliated orienteering clubs & all involved parties – ROC, 

RAOC&WITSOC ), without their constant support the event wouldn’t have been 

a success.  

 

To the Mukumung Sports Union/Foundation, thank you for hosting us, for 

prompting the community of Ga-Rampheri to not only welcome Orienteering as 

a sport, but also participate in it.  

 

To our sponsors, MEETSE 4 AFRICA, TSHEPO FM what a breath of fresh air you 

have been to POC, your support made a complete difference. Thank you. 

 

Last of all, to our amazing federation (South African Orienteering Federation), 

the support we continue to receive from S.A.O.F is incomparable.  

Your presence in POC’s first event of the year, over the weekend of the 18th 

February 2017, just serves as a clear indication of your outstanding backing & 

patronage of P.O.C, & duly underscores the aforementioned credits.  

 
SATURDAY, 18 FEBRUARY 2017 (DAY OF EVENT) 
 

After intense preparations and endless negotiations with sponsors and 

stakeholders, the day of the event had finally arrived. Mokumong was going to 

host its first ever “O” event, and what was special about this event, was not the 

fact that it was POC’s first event of this calendar year, but rather that it was by 

far POC’s biggest event to date, in terms of registration counts and attendance. 

It was an amazing sight to witness. 

 

We had in our midst athletes from all the way in Johannesburg to complete, and 

the athletes were not the only group from Jo’burg to be welcomed in at Ga-

Rampheri, but  we also had in our presence the heads of Orienteering in SA from 

S.A.O.F 

 

 

Members of S.A.O.F present were: 
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 Garry Morrison  

 Karen Chambers 

 Richard Lund 

 Sarah Pope 

 

We welcomed athletes from Gauteng Province also: 

 Nicholas Mulder (RAC) 

 Stephanie Mulder (RAC) 

 David Chambers (RACO) 

 Connor Morrison (RACO) 

 Timothy Chambers (ULTMSC) 

 

We also welcomed visitor from the Kwazulu Natal Province 

 Sizwe MBIU(Dep. Sports, arts and culture) 

 

SATURDAY (Time of arrival 06:00) 

The POC team arrived at Ga-Rampheri in the early morning hours of Saturday; 

the course however had previously been planned leading to the event date. 

The only few things left to do were to set the course controls in place, make the 

course memo and get registrations done and dusted. 

Registrations got underway, and all athletes were successfully registered for their 

respective courses.  

 
The POC team getting registrations done and capturing athletes’ data. From left: Annah, Tebatso & 

McKinley  
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THE DAY’S DELIVERABLES 

 Reach record attendance. 

 Identify and develop good young Orienteers. 

 Get involved the young, the adults and the elderly. 

 Expose Orienteering to the GA-Rampheri community. 

 Establish a network and a beneficial working relationship between 

ourselves and the Mukumong Sport Foundation through the event. 

 Introduce Orienteering as a viable sport option to the community 

members. 

Next (as soon as registrations were through), and all athletes were successfully 

registered for their respective courses, minutes before the event got underway, 

they (particularly the newly acquainted orienteers) were given a brief 

demonstration/exhibition of what Orienteering is, the rules, map handling and 

orientation. 

Some of the athletes getting a hand in establishing registration points & setting up information boards 
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With the involvement of everyone, about 150 participating athletes were 

orientated and had clear view of what Orienteering required.  

 

 
Karen Chambers is seen here orientating some of our newest orienteering members prior to the race, she did a 

wonderful job 
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SATURDAY (starting time 09:00) 

As soon as Karen was through with the orientation, everyone was preparing for 

the race, the starting points and athletes times were getting fixed, thanks to 

Garry Morrison and Timothy Chambers.  

 

The athletes lined up for what was promising to be an exciting day of 

Orienteering at Ga-Rampheri 

 

 

 

Athletes’ getting ready for today’s run. Some looked excited about the prospect, while others 

looked anxious  

Not only did we host young athletes, but we welcomed the elderly too, the eldest was 68 years old 
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As soon as the athletes were rightfully categorized according to their respective 

courses, a quick glance at the maps from athletes was a clear sign that they 

were all ready to get going.  

Athletes as young as 9 years also lined to run the course.    

 

Chambers (above), Garry and Tim (below) seen here sorting out the starting times and getting ready to 

get the athletes running, great job guys (Thumbs-Up) 
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The starting whistle was sounded and the athletes were on their way. 

 

 

 

Young athletes (girls and boys) 

are seen here getting off the 

mark  

A pair of young boys competing 

right from the starting line 

A pair of young girls also 

competing right from the 

starting line. Way to go 
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A few moments later some started making their way back towards the finishing 

line. Some looked dreadfully tired as they dragged themselves to the finish line, 

while others still had plenty of gusto left in their tanks. 

 

 

 

Timothy making his way towards the finishing line. 

The young athletes have made it to the finish line under some impressive 

times 

Another athlete has made it to the 

finish line under an impressive time 
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As more and more athletes made their way back, it was clear that the course 

was tough and challenging; however they wouldn’t dare make the weather an 

excuse, as we had the perfect weather for outdoor running on the day.  

Mary (right) and (Richard) make their way towards the finish line. Age isn’t going to stand in their way 

anytime soon these two.  

Our guest of the day also had a run on the day: Sizwe (Dep. Sports KZN), he was not going to let the long 

trip from KZN stand in his way too. Well done Sizwe. 
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SATURDAY (Time 13:00) 

Once all the athletes were back, their times were captured and recorded, and 

it was time to announce the winners, it is noteworthy to highlight the fact that, 

everyone was a winner on the day.  

We all assembled inside the main hall and Ephraim led the prize giving 

ceremony.  

 

 

 

REMARKS 
 

THE DAY’S DELIVERABLES 

 Reach record attendance. 

 Identify and develop good, young Orienteers. 

 Involve & capacitate the young, the adults and the elderly. 

 Expose Orienteering to the GA-Rampheri community. 

Garry Morrison awarding the winders their 

prizes. 

Garry Morrison awarding the winners their 

prizes. 
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 Establish a network and a beneficial working relationship between 

ourselves (POC & S.A.O.F) and the Mukumung Sport Foundation through 

the event. 

 Introduce Orienteering as a viable sport option to the community 

members. 

IT WORTHY TO NOTE THAT THE ABOVE MENTIONED DELIVERABLES WERE ALL 

ACHIEVED 

 

CONCLUSION 

Many thanks to the Mukumung Sports Foundation for hosting us, and a special 

mention must go to Annah Lepotu (Orienteering Chairwoman at Ga-Rampheri), 

she did a great job. We had the best Orienteering event ever; we couldn’t have 

imagined it would turn out as it did.   

 

Moreover, thanking S.A.O.F for their outstanding support.POC really wouldn’t be 

making the progress it is making had it not been for your constant support. 

 

To our sponsors for this event, Meetse for Africa & Tshepo FM, we thank you for 

your support, your backing made a huge of difference to the event. 

 

And last of all, to all the POC members, athletes, stakeholders, coaches and 

everyone else, we thank you, we appreciate you, we embrace you.

 

Report by: 

Thapelo and Ephraim  


